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Because 
new avenues are 
opening up
for your business
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Three challenges
for the future
of your business

Resilience
▪ Modernizing and 

securing your IT 
systems and 
infrastructures

▪ Building new 
applications architecture

▪ Setting out clear 
continuity plans

▪ Anticipating regulatory 
developments

Innovation
▪ Automating IT and 

business processes

▪ Shifting to predictive 
analysis

▪ Digitizing the customer 
and employee 
journeys

Transformation
▪ Accelerating skills 

development

▪ Acquiring and 
preserving expertise

▪ Stimulating acceptance 
and adoption of new 
tools and processes
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of companies are
planning major changes
to their IT strategy, with
a shift to the cloud listed
as the top priority
Source: IDC

94%

A catalyst with the power to 
change everything: the cloud

What the cloud can bring to your business:

1.  Agility

2.  Security

3.  Cost control

4.  Optimization of resources

5.  Improved experiences

6.  Dynamic innovation

of companies will use 
containerized applications 
by 2022, up from less
than 30% in 2019
Source: Gartner

Over 75%

https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=EUR146505920
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-06-25-gartner-forecasts-strong-revenue-growth-for-global-co
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Because with the 
cloud, the journey is
just as important
as the destination
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Migration / 
Modernization

Innovation

We work 
with you
to find the 
right path
for your 
business

Deliver
enhanced

value rapidly 

Deliver
sustainable value

by overhauling your 
legacy IT systems

Three potential routes... …one sole objective

Infrastructure 
transformation

IaaS – DevOps –

SRE – Managed

Services

Application 
transformation

PaaS –

Cloud Analytics –

Data Lake - AI

Data 
transformation

PaaS – Cloud

Native Application –

CICD

Making you a

Cloud 
Native 

company



Because complex 
transformations
require maximum
flexibility
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We map out an agile and smooth pathway 
for your future progress

The Cloud 
Native 

approachMigration and 
modernization

Optimization
and 

management

Strategy
and audit



The goal:

Helping you to start out on
a clean, solid footing.

We provide upstream support 
via audits to define your strategy 
and ensure you get the best 
results from your upcoming 
transformation.

Missions and projects 
involved 

▪ The cloud maturity audit helps you 
define a strategy and a roadmap to 
achieve your objectives.

▪ Creating a schematic of the network 
architecture makes it easy to identify 
data flows and risk areas.

▪ The impact analysis and the Total 
Cost of Ownership (TCO) calculation 
provide you with a clear, pre-emptive 
vision of your migration project.

#1: Strategy and audit

Preparing
for take-off into
the cloud,
to ensure you 
draw maximum 
value from
the process
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Reference / Strategy and audit

Successful migration from private to public cloud
for a leading international name in employee services
and benefits

Key Requirements
The client was looking to migrate its services 
into the Microsoft Azure cloud in order to 
accelerate its time-to-market, mitigate peaks 
in activity and optimize its infrastructural 
costs, all while managing its IT obsolescence 
and offering its teams and customers high 
levels of continuity and quality of service.

Solutions
Consultancy on cloud strategy
in order to identify the most
optimal scenarios for value creation

▪ Technical: creating a schematic
of the existing IT system,
including a cloud maturity
analysis of applications 

▪ Organizational: DevOps 
methodology

▪ Financial: TCO/ROI analysis 

Three-year road map for top 
management, covering:

▪ Strategy for migration / 
transformation of apps

▪ Benefits and impacts of solutions
to be implemented

▪ Associated costs

Benefits

▪ Optimized IT infrastructure costs

▪ Significant reduction in time-to-market

▪ Boost in ROI for business applications



Improving ROI during migration to a public cloud for France’s 
biggest corporate law firm

Key Requirements
The firm chose the Microsoft Azure public cloud 

to modernize its information system and offer its 

lawyers new services to help boost their 

allegiance to the firm. It needed a reliable partner 

in order to accelerate this transformation and 

ensure the optimization of its infrastructure and 

is applications, all while maintaining full control 

over the costs involved.

Solutions
Our FinOps experts guided the client 
through the process of improving the 
management and optimization of its IS 
and VDI infrastructures.

▪ Audit and mapping of existing systems 
within technical and financial 
parameters 

▪ Identification of quick wins, along with 
financial and technological gains that 
accompany migration to the Microsoft 
Azure cloud

▪ Generation of reports and financial 
spreadsheets to monitor spending
by month and by year

▪ Recommendations on best practices 
for contractual decommissioning 
during the migration of applications
to Microsoft Azure.

Benefits

▪ Fluent knowledge and control over their own 
information system on Microsoft Azure, with fully 
independent financial management

▪ A partner capable of providing the firm with 
long-term support and guidance, offering 
multidisciplinary expertise in managed services

Reference / Strategy and audit
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Improve existing assets or start from scratch? 
Helping an EIG of accounting software developers 
to make the right decision for their needs

Key Requirements
The EIG needed to support and guide its chartered 
accountants through new developments in their 
profession, from accounting to financial advisement
and strategy. This required full modernization of their 
information systems and the tools made available
to them.

Solutions
We helped this EIG to select
the best IS modernization strategy
for their needs: migration to the 
cloud rather than overhauling
the existing system.

▪ Readiness Assessment:
Due Diligence review of legacy 
system, roadmap for the 
migration/transformation strategy

▪ Business Applications Factory: 
consultancy and implementation of 
the application transformation plan, 
360° IT blueprint, GDPR support, 
API, training for teams, etc.

Benefits

▪ Fluent knowledge and control over their own 
information system on Microsoft Azure, with fully 
independent financial management

▪ A partner capable of providing the firm with
long-term support and guidance, offering 
multidisciplinary expertise in managed services

Reference / Strategy and audit



#2: Migration
and modernization

Putting our
experts in your
corner for rapid 

transitions

The goal:

Ensuring a smooth 
migration to the cloud
of your choice.

You can count on our 
expertise and operational 
support regardless of the 
supplier or cloud
architecture you choose.

Missions and
projects involved

▪ Massification of
cloud transfers

▪ Database migration
(SQL Server, Oracle, 
PostgreSQL, etc.)

▪ GDPR compliance



Transferring Logic-Immo’s websites and applications to the cloud

Reference  / Migration and Modernization

A leading French name in online real estate listings

Key Requirements

Logic-Immo was looking
for a partner with the means 
to handle a cloud migration 
for its 380 servers and
20 websites over a very 
short timeframe, and also
to ensure the smooth 
functioning of its 
infrastructures and services. 
All while simultaneously 
enabling its teams to break 
free from existing IT 
limitations, by adopting a 
DevOps approach that would 
allow them concentrate
on innovation and the 
services being developed
by their marketing 
department.

Solutions
We brought a number of solutions to Logic-Immo’s aid:

▪ Flexible Engine: our OpenStack public cloud platform, 
securely hosted in France

▪ Managed Applications: management of cloud 
infrastructures and applications (OS, database and 
middleware) by our teams at Orange

▪ Business VPN and VPN Galerie for connectivity

▪ Professional Services: support and guidance in the 
DevOps approach and containerization of applications

Benefits
▪ 35% cost savings on servers

▪ Enhanced performance and availability of websites
owing to the scalability and elasticity of the platform

▪ More powerful applications, and more of them

▪ Facilitates innovation thanks to the functionality of the
Flexible Engine platform (Big Data, Artificial Intelligence)



Consolidating Amcor’s business applications
within a hybrid cloud

Reference  / Migration and Modernization

Key Requirements
After having deployed Orange’s hybrid cloud 
solution for its managed infrastructure and 
worldwide cloud services, Amcor opted to 
extend its collaboration with Orange 
Business Services by integrating its 
operating system and databases, as well as 
the system for backups and business 
recovery procedures. In particular, the 
company sought to host its ERP SAP on a 
platform certified for SAP Hana productions.

Solutions
We provided Amcor with an end-to-end, 
fully managed hybrid cloud solution
for its critical business applications,
in conjunction with an upgrade of its 
existing data center environment.

▪ Migration of Oracle Database
workloads to a private server

▪ Migration of SAP workloads to the 
Orange Flexible Engine for SAP platform

▪ Integration of the hybrid cloud into
the existing Amcor network, based
on Orange’s Business VPN

▪ Migration of non-ERP business 
applications to Flexible Engine,
Orange’s public cloud

▪ Maintenance in Operational Condition
of SAP via Orange’s private cloud 
solution, Flexible Engine for SAP

Benefits

▪ A CAPEX-based model overhauled to OPEX

▪ Optimized costs

▪ Simplified processes

▪ Improve responsiveness, availability and 
security, 24/7

A global leader in packaging



#3: Optimization and management

Entrusting
Orange with the 
management of
your infrastructures, 
leaving you free
to focus on your 
core business

Missions and 
projects involved

▪ Management of 
Infrastructures and 
applications 

▪ Architecture, applications 
and access to secure data

▪ Optimization of user costs 
for cloud platforms
(FinOps, pay-as-you-need)

The goal:

Allowing you to benefit from all 
the latest market innovations 
without having to worry about 
their integration or evolution.

We’ll not only optimize your 
infrastructure, but oversee its 
management as well.



Dealing with an upsurge in demand via
a multi-cloud strategy deployed for Chronodrive

Reference  / Optimization and management

Key Requirements
As click-and-collect services experienced a major surge in demand, Chronodrive 

needed to maintain a high level of availability for its critical applications

across all regions of France. The company was looking for a reliable partner

to operate its IT system while also retaining operational and cost control,

and anticipating its future needs in terms of application management.

Solutions
We provided Chronodrive with a Microsoft 

Azure-certified team, available 24/7 with a 

unique management system.

▪ Use of the Orange cloud to host virtual 
workstations and applications for 
managing orders and in-store stock levels

▪ Support during the migration of 
infrastructures and applications to the 
Orange cloud and Microsoft Azure, as well 
as developer solutions in SaaS mode

▪ Service Level Agreement (SLA) based on 
application criticality level 

▪ Technical multi-cloud governance, data 
tracking points for daily production

Benefits
▪ A skilled and certified team ensuring end-to-end 

support

▪ Controlled, predictable costs

▪ CIO can now focus on innovation and the creation 
of new services

▪ Capacity to manage major surges in demand 
during the health crisis

An affiliate of the Auchan group specializing
in click-and-collect retail



#4: Cloud Native Approach

Going ‘fully
cloud native’
in order to gain 
agility and
innovate with
the market

The goal:

Transforming your applications and 
data by investing in the full potential
of the cloud.

We adapt your existing applications
to the cloud environment, or alternatively 
develop new ones using agile software 
methods. We also provide support
and guidance for your company 
throughout the overhaul process.

Missions and
projects involved

▪ Migration or development of 
applications in SaaS mode 

▪ Construction of a data and AI 
platform

▪ Transformation of the 
client/employee experience



Reference  / Cloud Native Approach

Digitizing Ecocert’s core activity

Key Requirements
Active in over 130 countries, Ecocert had 
decided to migrate to the cloud in order 
to facilitate its international expansion, as 
well as communications with its clients 
and workflows for mobile operatives.

Solutions
We accompanied Ecocert
through several aspects of its 
transition via our expertise in web 
portal development, our 
integration capabilities and our 
knowledge of the Microsoft
Azure cloud.

▪ Development and deployment
of a portal in the cloud in PaaS 
mode, applying a DevOps 
approach

▪ Implementation of business data 
access services for applications 
in the information system

▪ Training the Ecocert IT teams to 
use the Microsoft Azure 
environment

Benefits

▪ Client portal always available, including for 
those working in rural areas with poor 
connections

▪ Ability to rapidly adapt to lockdown measures 
and working from home during the pandemic

▪ IT teams trained in the Microsoft Azure 
environment so they are capable of carrying 
out other migrations and adopting a ‘Cloud 
first’ approach

An international operator in quality certification, consultancy and training
in sustainable practices



Digitizing critical and high-tech workflow processes
within the SNCF Group.

Key Requirements
Over 14 million passengers use the SNCF 
network on a daily basis, which means that 
ensuring operational efficiency is a critical 
requirement. In order to enhance performance 
levels and improve the pace of equipment 
maintenance, the IT management wanted a 
robust, scalable digital solution that was also 
capable of automating internal processes.

Solutions
We designed a tailor-made 
solution to digitize four major 
business processes for 
equipment management. 

▪ BPM Platform BPM (Low 
code - within the Azure 
cloud) K2 editor to design 
and operate workflows 
without programming

▪ Integration of the Client 
Information System by 
Orange Business Services 
experts

▪ Third Party Maintenance 
(TMA)

Benefits

▪ An agile approach which enabled the production 
launch of an initial process after just 2 months

▪ Simplification of equipment processes

▪ Improvement in operational efficiency

▪ Long-term solution

Reference  / Cloud Native Approach

A leading global name in rail travel



Key Requirements
Working in an industry where the need to evolve to suit 
consumer habits is crucial, the client was undertaking a 
comprehensive overhaul of its business model. This was 
accompanied by a reshaping of its IT infrastructure and 
services, based around new ‘cloud-native’ applications 
capable of managing new high-tech products and drawing 
upon the use of AI and Edge Computing, among others.

Solutions
We worked alongside the client 
on the construction and 
operational roll-out of a landing 
zone for its multi-cloud 
strategy, starting with AWS
and Microsoft Azure.

▪ Creation of a dedicated digital 
platform for the product teams 
in order to accelerate 
launches

▪ Deployment of a DevOps 
approach, with secure 
automated services in IaC 
(Infrastructure as Code) mode

▪ Use of AI to automate 
deployments of new 
processes and applications

Benefits

▪ Vastly accelerated time-to-market, from initial 
concept to production

▪ Fully modernized infrastructure

▪ Shielded IS for future generations of AI-based 
applications

▪ Optimized investments, with 6 data centers
decommissioned in 2023

Using the cloud to reinvent the economic and
industrial model of a global specialist in fast-moving 
consumer goods

Reference  / Cloud Native Approach
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Because we give 
you all the reasons 
you need 
to rely on us



We cover your
every need

All types of 
architectures…

▪ Multicloud

▪ Public

▪ Private

▪ Edge

… using
infrastructures
we manage…

▪ Private Cloud
Solutions (VMware)

▪ Flexible Engine
(OpenStack)

▪ Colocation & Edge 
(Equinix)

… as well as those 
provided by the
market’s leading 
names…

▪ Amazon Web
Services

▪ Microsoft Azure

▪ Google Cloud Platform

… with the
best of Orange 
connectivity…

▪ 5G

▪ SD WAN

…throughout 
every step
of your journey
to the cloud

Optimization 
and management

▪ Cloud Managed
Services

▪ Cloud Ops, 
FinOps, Data Ops

▪ Cloud Security
(SOC)

Strategy
and Audit

▪ Cloud Strategy 

▪ Cloud Center
of Excellence

▪ Cloud Migration /
MVP

Migration
and modernization

▪ Cloud
Transformation
& DevOps

▪ Cloud Innovation :
Data, AI / ML,
IOT

Cloud Native

Applications 
development
and Data
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We gather the industry’s top expertise

We provide you with a unique range of professional services and managed services covering connectivity, 
design, migration, security and on-site delivery.

Global strategic 
collaboration

Global AI and Edge 
Computing strategic 

collaboration

Global strategic 
collaboration for

Microsoft Azure and
Office 365



A global presenceWe have the 
stature and 
reach to 
provide the 
support you 
need

Teams present in over
100 countries to deploy and

supervise your networks and
digital solutions on a

daily basis

A network-based digital 
services company

▪ Modernizing and securing your 
IT systems and infrastructures

▪ Building new application 
architectures

▪ Setting out clear business 
continuity plans

▪ Anticipating regulatory 
developments

End-to-end 
management 
capability

▪ 24/7 operations,
365 days a year

▪ Applications

▪ Data and AI

▪ Multi-cloud

▪ Connectivity

▪ Cybersecurity



Because behind
the brand you
already know, there’s 
a committed team
at your service...
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We’re here for you

Gianluca Mascioli

Orange Cloud for Business, 
Southern & Central Europe

Office: +39 06 9125 6291
Mobile: +39 335 6092537

gianluca.mascioli@orange.com

To take the next step:
cloud.orange-business.com

Follow us on LinkedIn: 
Orange Business Services

Pierfrancesco Bufano

Senior Cloud Solution Architect -
Southern & Central Europe

Office: +39 06 9125 6249
Mobile: +39 337 1134 463

Pierfrancesco.bufano@orange.com

https://cloud.orange-business.com/
https://fr.linkedin.com/company/orange-business-services


Creating positive impact




